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Exploitation Anonymous is under revisionary construction...returning soon!
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About Me


	

Anon.


	Exploitation Anonymous is a free space for voicing your opinions about the politics of the SUNY Binghamton English Department.  Meeting in person about these things is important, but with varied schedules, we understand that this is not always an easy thing to do.  With this in mind, we invite all grad students, TAs or not, to anonymously post their thoughts, opinions, theories, and ideas.  How do you get through exams? How do you finish your thesis? Your dissertation?  How do you successfully teach a class of vacant-eyed students?  And most importantly: how do we work to change the exploitative workload of TAs in this department. Let's try to create a community where no one is afraid to speak their mind and no one will feel concerned that their personal angle is too radical (or even too conservative).  All comments should be left anonymously, so no individual can be singled out.  If you would like to post a full-length entry, simply email it to gradexploit.subaltered AT blogger DOT com (we receive only the post, NOT your email address: turn off any email ‘signatures’ with personal info in them!)  I hope everyone will take advantage of this chance to make our voices heard.
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